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Postcard Club

:

The front cover of Paul Atterbury’s book which shows West Wycombe station on the High Wycombe - Princes Risborough line. The station closed
on 3rd November 1958.
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Cards Topical for Today
Mike Tubb

Happy New Year to all of our members
both active and armchair.
We hope to
see all of you at least once during 2011.

Front Cover
:
This card was produced by Caldwell's manufacturers of Finest Confections & Chocolates.

The card above was issued by
Clark's O.N.T. Spool Cotton
entitled “Spring”, is what most of
us are looking forward to.
It is one of a series of four Seasons.

This Newsletter is published by Reading & District
Cigarette Card & Postcard Club.
For further details please send an SAE to:Geoff Ashton, “Wahroonga”, Clarefield Drive,
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 5DP.

Illustrated right is one of twelve
issued by Huntley & Palmers
Biscuits also entitled “The Seasons” (should surely be months
of the year) and shows
‘January’.

Or visit our website:www.readingpostcards.com
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Chairman’s Report

Forthcoming Meetings

I hope that you all had a happy and healthy Christmas, and I look forward
to another enjoyable year of collecting. The A.G.M. went well and a big
thank you to Margaret, Frances and Ken for providing the excellent food
and drink.

Card competition

Mike Tubb won the Phil Blow trophy, kindly presented by Derek Blow, for
the one card competition with 26 wins. Jenny Jerrum was second with 10
wins. Are we going to let Mike win it for a third year? The Brian Eighteen
award went to Ann Sheppard for all her hard work at the entrance table;
organising the raffle, and being a right hand woman helping Roy. Other
awards went to Margaret Hussey, Frances Starman for providing the
Christmas food, and to Jenny for making the tea and coffee throughout the
year.

At the Open Forum it was suggested that at our Annual Fair that dealers
be provided with name stickers. We will be giving them and their helpers
name badges in the hope that the dealers “friends” will not get early entry
and without paying. We will also try and stop people gaining entry through
the caterers gate.
Please don’t forget that Mike Tubb can always use an article from you for
the newsletter and we also would like some auction lots (please contact
Richard Howarth on 0118 9794459).
I hope that you find plenty of cards this year.
Coral Print.

Snow

February 10th
Charvil Village Hall
Bring along & talk about cards or other items of interest

Happy

February 24th
St. Patrick's Hall
Competition - Letter F
(maximum 6 cards in any of 3 classes)

I had a lovely surprise when Geoff presented me with the bouquet of flowers. These were greatly appreciated.
We managed to gain three new members on the evening; Virginia Rogers
and her husband Steve and Clive Buckland. A very warm welcome to you
all. I was very pleased to see Roger McCallum at our meeting and to
thank him for all his work creating and maintaining our website. All in all a
very good year.

January 27th
St. Patrick's Hall
Members' Auction

Sweetheart

March 1st (Tue)
Annual Club Dinner - Sonning Golf Club (see page 13)
:
March 10th
Charvil Village Hall
Victorian Costume (with artefacts)
Costume
Valerie Batt-Rawden
This is also the closing night for items to be entered into the April auction.
March 24th
St. Patrick's Hall
Members' General Dealing

Dealing

April 14th
Charvil Village Hall
Members' Auction (TBC)

TBA

If you need further information on any of these meetings,
please consult your membership card or contact:Geoff Ashton - Club Secretary on: 01628 637868
We look forward to seeing you soon.
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Editor’s Musings

A&BC Gumcards
John Devaney

Well we have now 'progressed' to 2011 and the thirteenth newsletter
which has seen changes in the production team and layout. Tony Harden
has kindly agreed to take over from Geoff the layout and production of the
newsletter with Geoff doing the printing. I thank them both very much for
their efforts and forbearance of my lack of computer skills.

Following on from a recent ephemera evening in November, I thought this
may be of interest regarding relatively modern ephemera directly related
to tradecards.
I recently put a small eBay bid of a few quid on a 1960’s Batman gum
badge (produced by A&BC to tie-in with their best-selling Batman gumcards) ..... I never came close ...... It finally went for £28!

2010 was an amazing year in the life of the club. We have unfortunately
had too many members with illness and have heard of the sad loss of
some former members, which makes it all the more important to enjoy the
meetings while you can!

A gumcard badge from the same series featuring a gorgeously garish pulp
image of ‘The Joker’ went for a staggering £78!! Just for a battered looking
sixties button badge!!! Crazy man!!!! (pass the Bat Smelling Salts
Robin!?). I think Derek ‘The Badger’ should be told!!! Now where did I
leave that old ‘Man From Uncle secret agent’ badge? "Open Channel D
Mr Waverley ...... the 'badgers' are on the loose again !!!"

The talks arranged by John Cahill proved a very interesting mixture. I don't
think that anyone who attended the War Graves Commission talk on October 14th will ever forget the debt we all owe to our fighting forces. That
was just one of a number of very interesting and thought provoking talks
during the year. I am looking forward to the 2011 schedule.
I have recently acquired a book by Paul Atterbury 'Along Lost Lines'
discovering the glorious heritage of yesterday's railways. Now maybe this
was mentioned when he came to give his talk although I don't remember
it. On the front cover (see back page of this newsletter) is West Wycombe
Station with a notice announcing closure on 3rd November 1958. If you
like railway history you will like this book. It is priced at £16.99 but can be
found cheaper on Amazon.

:

Thank you to the members who made this newsletter possible. Coral, Cliff
Maddock, John Devaney, besides my two production assistants mentioned earlier.
Unfortunately no member came up with a pen portrait, I could also do with
some 'recent finds' which nearly all of you must have. I would always be
happy to receive topical cards and with the change of format any cards for
the front cover illustration would be welcome.
Have a really good 2011 and I look forward to seeing you at the meetings.
Mike Tubb
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Annual Club Dinner
This is scheduled to take place on Tuesday 1st March at the usual venue,
Sonning Golf Club. Details and menus are still being finalised but all information will be available soon at club meetings. Alternatively please ring
Roy or Anne Sheppard on 0118 9695155 for more details. We look forward to seeing as many of you as possible on what is always a most enjoyable evening.
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Editor's Statistics
Oct 14

Oct 28

Nov 11

Nov 25

Dec 9

Attendances

50

29

31

23

47

Card competition winners:Cigarette Card
Trade Card
Postcard
Ephemera

DD
JC
GA
JJ

CP
--JJ
JJ

DD
JJ
GA
GA

DD
JC
GA
JC

DD
MT
JD
KT

DD = Derek Davis
JJ = Jenny Jerrum
JD = John Devaney

Above. The raffle gets under way. Bottles of drink were very popular
prizes but, as always, every member won something.

JC = John Cahill
GA = Geoff Ashton
CP = Coral Print
MT = Mike Tubb
KT = Ken Townsend

:

Left.
Competition
judge,
Richard Howarth, making his choices while
enjoying a plate of festive food.

Scotland has had a very bad time this winter with snow but, as this postcard from 1908 shows, it’s nothing new. This real photographic card
shows a Highland Railway snow plough charging through the drifts near
Wick. Pity the poor photographer who is about to get covered!
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'In vacant or in pensive mood....' (Wordsworth)
Cliff Maddock
When I was the proprietor of Loddon Auctions I frequently had to
'sort out' cigarette card collections
for entry into the sales.
Although not performed so frequently since I relinquished that
position, I am still occasionally
asked to dispose of a collection
and one such collection has recently passed through my hands.
On first casual scan, it seemed to
be the 'usual' assortment of cards
from common sets and so it lay in
the 'pending tray' for some weeks,
until just recently I thought it about
time that I attended to the matter.
Now I am not going to tell you that
buried within the collection was a
most desirable rarity, but there

were a few interesting cards which
I have added to my own collection
for a 'fair consideration' to the vendor. Amongst these was just one
Smith's 'Football Club Records' and
two Hill's 'Fragments from France',
plus some 'Polar Exploration'.
The real purpose of this article is to
try to communicate the sense of
'attachment to the compiler' which
doing this sorting job always stimulates within me.
I could have submitted the collection as an unsorted job lot to the
auctioneers, but I always believe it
worth-while to study a collection
more closely prior to submission,
as proved to be so in this case, as
mentioned above.
The
c ollec tion
came
in
two
'period'
albums,
both scruffy, plus
numerous
loose
cards, some of
which had obviously
become
separated
from
their
neighbours
which remained in
the albums
I am always reluctant to break up an
album,
however,
scruffy, as it seems
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:
Above.
The food goes
down well, particularly with the
men.

Right.
Coral
presents
Margaret Hussey
and
Frances
Starman with a
couples of bottles
to thank them for
preparing
the
party food and
drink.
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:
Above.
Derek Blow presents
Mike Tubb with the
Phil Blow Trophy for
his his success over
the year in the ‘One
Card, competition.

Left.
Brian Eighteen presents Ann Sheppard
with the Brian Eighteen Award for her
many years of service
to the club.
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to
carry
something
of the personality of
the previous owner
with it. By
'previous
owner', I
do
not
necessarily mean
the person
w
h
o
passed the
collection
to me, but
someone
further back in their family, the one
who originally assembled the cards
and inserted them in the albums.
The first album had 'dark tan' colour
covers, on the front of which was
embossed a coloured image of a
bulldog standing on a Union Flag. It
was of the 'slip-in' type, and I have
never quite worked out how best to
insert or extract cards from the apertures of this type of album. Does
any member know the secret? I
think a slight flexing of the page is
to be recommended.
The second album (black covers)
simply stated 'Cigarette card album', with a sticker inside stating
'British made - to hold 500 cards'.
This album was of the 'corner' slot'
type, easier to insert or extract the
cards, but equally liable to damage
the corners.

Both albums suggested to me that
they were produced at a time of
great national pride, probably early
20th Century, prior to 1914.
As I extracted the cards, there appeared to be numerous cards from
'national pride' sets such as 'Allied
Army Leaders' (issued 1917) and
'British Empire Series' (issued
1904), plus numerous others from
sets such as 'Celebrated Gateways
(issued 1909) and 'Famous Inventions' (issued 1915).
So my mind tried to visualise the
type of person who assembled this
collection, and what factors influenced the choice of cards therein.
There were only a few naval cards
and of course the air force hardly
existed at that time, so I wondered
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if it was someone who had served
in the army? Was that person consciously proud of his (or her?) army
leaders, having perhaps served
somewhere under their leadership?
Was the assembler someone in
one of the 'great houses', perhaps
the head of the house, or perhaps
a young son or daughter to whom
the cards were sent by a serving
father, or perhaps a butler or other
servant; or was it someone in a
more humble cottage carefully poring over their treasures on the family table in the firelight or candlelight or with primitive artificial lighting?
And, I wonder, what prompted the
choice of cigarette? The collection
chiefly comprised cards from the
major issuers such as Player and
Wills, but there was a 'smattering'
of other issuers such as Ogden,
Gallaher, Carreras, and of course
those two special ones from Smith
and Hill. Were these perhaps a
'special smoke' whilst on a rare and
much-treasured holiday, or were

they a gift from another smoker or
collector, or maybe they were a
school play-ground 'swop'. Who
can tell?
And furthermore my mind ponders
on whether the numerous cards in
individual sets came into the
owner's possession through smoking one particular brand, or did the
owner carefully examine the packs
prior to purchase to see what card
was within? (no shrink-wrapping in
those days). I doubt that many, if
any, cartophilic clubs were in existence in those days, and I'm not
sure when the dealer network became wide-spread - does any
member know? So where did the
'collector' go for their missing cards
or swaps?

Pictures from the AGM and Christmas Party
Many thanks to Liz Tebbutt for the pictures.

:

We will never truly know - all we
can say is that thanks to this person's careful and dedicated devotion to their hobby, we can still enjoy the fruits of their labours almost
one hundred years later. Will anyone be writing about our collections
in a hundred years time?

Above.
Members listen to the Chairman’s every word during the
AGM.

Left.
Secretary Geoff Ashton presents our Chairman, Coral Print,
with a bouquet of flowers in recognition of all her work for the
club during the year.

Club Auctions
Don’t forget. If you have any unwanted or surplus ‘collectables’ we can
help you sell them through the quarterly club auctions. Obviously, postcards, cigarette cards and trade cards are particularly welcome but most
collectables can find new homes on these popular evenings. The cost, to
club members is only 20p per lot with no other commission charges. If you
have anything you think might be suitable why not bring them along to any
club evening or contact Richard Howarth on 0118-9794459.
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See page 15 for a report on the
AGM.
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